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Hilbert space representations and other key ingredients for a realisation of such non-commutativealgebras in a quantum-mechanical set-up. A general theory of such �-structures has been missinguntil now.In this note we provide such a theory within the braided groups programme mentionedabove, i.e. for deformations of Rn described by an R-matrix. As usual, our starting point iscompatibility with the braided coaddition law. We give appropriate axioms for a �-braided groupfollowing [8] and then examine its compatibility with the various layers of braided geometrymentioned above.AcknowledgementsI would like to thank J. Wess for encouragement to write up the calculations here. Some of theresults were obtained during a visit to the Erwin Schr�odinger Institute in Vienna; I gratefullyacknowledge their support.2 �-Structure on Braided Vectors and CovectorsThe most abstract de�nition of a �-braided group is not known, but one which has already beenuseful in some examples is [8] that the braided group B should be a �-algebra in the usual waywith an antilinear antihomomorphism � : B ! B and in addition(�
�) �� = � ��; �( ) = � � �; � � S = S � � (1)where ( ) denotes complex conjugation. These are far from the usual axioms of a Hopf �-algebraand so they should be since a braided group is not a Hopf algebra in the usual sense. Recall thatfor a braided group the coproduct � is a braided-homomorphism, i.e. an algebra homomorphismB ! B
B where the latter is the braided tensor product algebra(a
 c)(b
d) = a	(c
 b)dwhere 	 : B 
B ! B
B is a braiding[15]. We showed in [8] that the usual axioms of a Hopf�-algebra become the axioms above under a process of transmutation that converts quantumgroups into braided groups. So there are some examples of (1) known.2



On the other hand, we want to apply these axioms to fresh examples not obtained (as far asI know) by transmutation. These are the braided vector and covector spaces V (R0; R) = fvigand V�(R0; R) = fxig introduced in [3]. They are de�ned relative to two R-matrices, with Robeying the QYBE and R0 some mixed relations relative to R. The formulae arex1x2 = x2x1R0; 	(x1
x2) = x2
x1R; i:e: x01x2 = x2x01R (2)v1v2 = R0v2v1; 	(v1
v2) = R0v2
v1; i:e: v01v2 = Rv2v01 (3)where the second form gives the relations of the braided tensor product or braid statistics directlyin the notation x � x
 1;x0 = 1
x etc. With these relations, x + x0 and v + v0 are againbraided covectors and vectors respectively. This corresponds to a linear form of � and � = 0 onthe generators.We will obtain various types of �-structure depending on the reality properties of the matricesR;R0. We consider of interest Rijkl = Rlkj i; real type I (4)Rij kl = R�1j ilk; antireal type I (5)Rijkl = R�k�l�i�j ; real type II (6)Rijkl = R�1�i�j�k�l; antireal type II (7)where the second group assumes that our indexing set is divided into two halves related bijec-tively by an involution (�) on the indices. We use this classi�cation for the reality property ofthe matrix R0 as well.Lemma 2.1 If R0 is type II we have �-algebras� : V �(R0; R)! V �(R0; R); xi 7! x�i; R0 type II� : V (R0; R)! V (R0; R); vi 7! v�i; R0 type IIIf R0 is type I we have antilinear anti-algebra isomorphisms� : V (R0; R)! V �(R0; R); vi 7! xi; R0 type I� : V �(R0; R)! V (R0; R); xi 7! vi; R0 type I3



Proof We use only the reality properties of R0 as we do not yet consider the braiding. That �as stated is an antilinear anti-algebra homomorphism follows at once. For example the relations(vivj)� = (vbva)�R0iajb requires in the real type II case v�jv�i = v�av�bR0�j�b�i�a which are the relationsof V (R0; R) again. In the real type I case they require xjxi = xaxbR0bjai, which are the relationsof V�(R0; R). The computation for � on the relations of x is similar. In the antireal cases wehave R0�121 in place of R0 after complex conjugation, but these de�ne the same algebra. tuNext we suppose that we have a metric �ij with transposed-inverse �ij . It is required to obeytiatj b�ba = �ji�ia�jbR0kalb = R0iaj b�ak�bl; R0iajb�ba = �ij: (8)The second relation here means precisely that V (R0; R) and V�(R0; R) are isomorphic by vi =xa�ai. This is clear and was used for example in [9].Lemma 2.2 If � obeys �ij = �ji (9)then we have �-algebras� : V �(R0; R)! V �(R0; R); xi 7! xa�ai; R0 type I� : V (R0; R)! V (R0; R); vi 7! �iava; R0 type IProof It is immediate from the last part of Lemma 2.1 that a real � turns the antilinearantialgebra homomorphism there into the �rst map � as stated here. We need the additionalcondition on � to have �2 = id. This is compatible with the R0 in (8) for either real type I(as here) or antireal type I. It is also compatible with equations such as (10) needed belowwhich come from covariance when R is type I. Hence we have a �-algebra structure on the xi.Likewise for the �-structure on braided covectors. In fact, the latter is such that the isomorphismbetween covectors and vectors provided by the metric becomes an isomorphism of �-algebras.Thus vi� = (xa�ai)� = �iaxb�ba = �iava. Hence there is really only one �-braided group here.Later on we will give a second �-braided group structure on braided vectors and covectors inthe real type I case. tuThese elementary lemmas tell us when when our algebras are �-algebras in the usual senseof having an antilinear involution �. Note that if (�)2 or ��� are not the identity, we can stillproceed but just lose the condition �2 = id. 4



We now consider when our �-algebras are �-braided groups. This depends on the braiding 	and is independent of the real or antireal type of �-algebra.Proposition 2.3 If we have a type II �-structure as in Lemma 2.1 and if R is real type II thenV (R0; R) and V �(R0; R) are �-braided groups.Proof We have to check that the coproduct property in (1) holds. On quadratic elements thisis �((xixj)�)= �(x�jx�i ) = (x�j 
 1 + 1
x�j)(x�i
 1 + 1
 x�i)= x�jx�i
 1 + 1
x�jx�i + x�j 
 x�i + xd
 xcR�c�j �d�i(�
�)�(xixj)= (�
�)(xixj 
 1 + 1
xixj + xi
xj + xb
 xaRaibj)= x�jx�i
 1 + 1
x�jx�i + x�i
x�j + x�b
 x�aR�b�j�a�iby our real type II assumption. We see that we have (1) on quadratic elements. We can extendthis to higher products by induction. A more formal way to see this is that � and � are bothextended to products multiplicatively, where V�
V� has the braided tensor product algebra andthe �-structure (xi
 1)� = 1
x�i ; (1
xi)� = x�i 
 1:The content of the proof above is to check that this is a well-de�ned �-structure. Since (1) holdson the generators, it then holds on all products too. The proof for braided vectors is similar.We also have to verify the other half of (1). We haveS((xixj)�)= S(x�jx�i) = �	(Sx�j 
Sx�i) == x�bx�aR�a�j�b�iS(xixj)= � � �	(Sxi
Sxj) = (xaxbRbiaj)� = x�bx�aRbiajsince S(x) = �x extends to products as a braided-antialgebra homomorphism[15]. The twoexpressions coincide by the real type II assumption on R. The extension to higher powers is byinduction using similar techniques. The proof for the braided vectors is analogous. tuProposition 2.4 If we have a type I �-structure as in Lemma 2.2 and if R is real type I thenV (R0; R) and V �(R0; R) are �-braided groups. 5



Proof In the type I case we assume the real metric so that we have �-algebras from Lemma 2.2.On quadratic elements we have�((xixj)�)= �(x�jx�i ) = (xa�aj 
 1 + 1
xa�aj)(xb�bi
 1 + 1
xb�bi)= xa�ajxb�bi
 1 + 1
 xa�ajxb�bi + xa�aj 
 xb�bi + �aj�bixd
 xcRcadb(�
�)�(xixj)= (�
�)(xixj 
 1 + 1
xixj + xi
 xj + xb
 xaRaibj)= xa�ajxb�bi
 1 + 1
 xa�ajxb�bi + xb�bi
 xa�aj + xc�cb
 xd�daRj biaNext we use the identity �ia�jbRkalb = Riajb�ak�bl (10)which follows at once from the covariance condition in the �rst of (8) by applying the fundamentalR-matrix representation to both sides. Using this and comparing our �nal expressions we seeexactly (1) for the coproduct. Once again we use the braided tensor product algebra structureas above for a more formal proof. The computation for braided vectors is analogous.For the other half of (1) we haveS((xixj)�) = S(xb�bjxa�ai) = xcxd�bj�aiRdbca = xcxd�da�cbRj aib = (xaxbRbiaj)� = �S(xixj)using (10) in the middle. Likewise for the braided vectors. tuA general class of examples of type II is provided by the braided matrix B(R) constructionin [15]. These are braided versions of Rn2 with generators fuijg and relations R21u1Ru2 =u2R21u1R. Such relations are among the relations of quantum enveloping algebras in [16], butalso arose in [15] as an abstract quadratic algebra for braided matrices. They have a braidedmatrix coproduct �u = u
u and a �-structure[8] making B(R) into a �-bialgebra in the senseof the �rst half of (8).Also introduced in [15] was a multi-index notation ui0 i1 � uI whereby the braided-matricesappeared as an n2-dimensional quantum plane relative to a bigger matrix R0IJKL. It was shownin [9] that when R obeys a Hecke condition then there is also a braiding matrix RI JKL makingB(R) into braided covector space with an additive � as above. Explicitly,R0IJKL = R�1dk0 j0aRk1 bai0Ri1 cbl1 eRcj1 l0d; RI JKL = Rj0adk0Rk1 bai0Ri1 cbl1 eRcj1 l0d: (11)6



Meyer's additive braid statistics here can be written as R�1u01Ru2 = u2R21u01R if one wants amatrix notation.Example 2.5 If R is real type I then R0 in (11) is antireal type II and R is real type IIwith (i0; i1)� = (i1; i0). Hence in the Hecke case B(R) is a �-braided group of the type II inProposition 2.3. The � structure is (ui0 i1)� = ui1 i0 .Proof The reality properties can be deduced from the form of R0;R shown and the realityproperty of R. We then use Proposition 2.3. tuThe most familiar case is when R is the SUq(2) R-matrix with real q. Then B(R) is q-Minkowski space and the �-braided group structure is the one announced in [9][14]. The �-structure is the Hermitian one, which is also the �-structure for the multiplicative braided co-product introduced in [8]. So B(R) is a �-braided group for both coaddition and comultiplicationsimultaneously.Closely related to B(R) (by a cocycle twisting) is the algebra �A(R) in [7]. This also has amatrix xi0 i1 = xI of generators and in the Hecke case also forms a braided covector space with[7]R0IJKL = R�1l0k0 j0 i0Ri1 j1k1 l1; RIJKL = Rj0 i0 l0k0Ri1 j1k1 l1 (12)The corresponding relations and additive braid statistics can be written as R21x1x2 = x2x1Rand x01x2 = Rx2x01R if one wants a matrix notation.Example 2.6 If R is real type I then R0 and R in (12) are real type I. Hence if R is Hecke andif there is an invariant metric �IJ obeying (9) then �A(R) is a �-braided group of the type I inProposition 2.4. The �-structure is (xj0 j1)� = xi0 i1�IJ .Proof The reality properties are immediate from the form of R0;R shown. We then useProposition 2.4. tuThe most familiar case is again when R is the SUq(2) R-matrix with real q. Then �A(R) isq-Euclidean space and the �-braided group structure is�a� b�c� d�� = � d �q�1c�qb a �as found another way in [7]. We use the construction in Example 2.6 with�IJ = 0BB@ 0 0 0 10 0 �q 00 �q�1 0 01 0 0 01CCA :7



It is evident that �2 = id as required for (9) when � is real.For the speci�c SUq(2) R-matrix the above �-structures on q-Minkowski and q-Euclideanspace agree with those used in other more speci�c approaches [13] and [11] respectively. Onthe other hand, the � properties of the braided coaddition have not been considered in anydetail before. Moreover, our analysis is quite general and applies just as well to other real typeR-matrices, including non-standard and multiparameter ones.Our analysis also gives something more unexpected in the type I case. The equations (8){(10)which we used are invariant under �ij replaced by �ji. Since these were all that we really neededto check the �-braided group structure, we have:Corollary 2.7 When R0 is type I and R real typ I with a metric obeying (9), we have second�-structures ? : V �(R0; R)! V �(R0; R); xi 7! �iaxa? : V (R0; R)! V (R0; R); vi 7! va�aialso making the braided vectors and covectors into �-braided groups.For example, q-Euclidean space has a second structure�a? b?c? d?� = � d �qc�q�1b a � :One can check that the �rst �-structure from Lemma 2.2 is such that the usual right coactionof the background quantum group t is a �-algebra homomorphism when we take the usual �-structure tij� = Stj i appropriate for R of real type I. On the other hand, this second ? operationdoes not have this property.3 Duality Pairing under �We de�ne the duality pairing of vectors and covectors by the braided binomialshvjm � � �vj2vj1 ; xi1xi2 � � �xir i = �m;r([m;R]!)j1j2���jmi1i2���im (13)where [m;R]! = [2;R]m�1m[3;R]m�2m � � � [m;R]1���m[m;R] = 1 + (PR)12 + (PR)12(PR)23 + � � � (PR)12 � � � (PR)m�1mare the braided factorial and braided integer matrices introduced in [4]. The numerical su�cesrefer as usual to the copies of a tensor product of matrices. This pairing is an immediate8



application of the braided-di�erentiation in the x co-ordinates in [4]. See also [5]. We will needto consider also [m;R]op! � [m;R]op1���m � � � [3;R]opm�2m[2;R]opm�1m[m;R]op = 1 + (PR)12 + (PR)23(PR)12 + � � �+ (PR)m�1m � � � (PR)12which is how the pairing comes out if we di�erentiate in the v co-ordinates instead.Lemma 3.1 For every matrix R obeying the QYBE we have the identities[m;R]op! = [m;R]! = ([m;R21]!)m���21:Proof We use the QYBE or braid relations (PR)12(PR)23(PR)12 = (PR)23(PR)12(PR)23repeatedly. At order three we have[3;R]op!= (1 + (PR)12 + (PR)23(PR)12)(1 + (PR)23)= 1 + (PR)12 + (PR)23(PR)12 + (PR)23 + (PR)12(PR)23 + (PR)23(PR)12(PR)23[3;R]!= (1 + (PR)23)(1 + (PR)12 + (PR)12(PR)23)= 1 + (PR)12 + (PR)12(PR)23 + (PR)23 + (PR)23(PR)12 + (PR)23(PR)12(PR)23which holds automatically, while higher m require the braid relations. Likewise[3;R21]!321= ((1 + (RP )23)(1 + (RP )12 + (RP )12(RP )23))321= (1 + (RP )21)(1 + (RP )32 + (RP )32(RP )21)= (1 + (PR)12)(1 + (PR)23 + (PR)23(PR)12)= 1 + (PR)23 + (PR)23(PR)12 + (PR)12 + (PR)12(PR)23 + (PR)12(PR)23(PR)12which coincides with [3;R]! above by the braid relations. Similarly for higher m. The formalproof is best done diagramatically. On the other hand, we will give more abstract reasons fromthe point of braided groups why these non-trivial identities hold. tuNext, we say that two �-braided groups are in duality if there is a pairinghb; ci = hb�; c�i (14)These axioms appear quite di�erent from the usual ones for Hopf �-algebras, in particular notinvolving the antipode. But they are the appropriate ones if we want consistency with our9



de�nition (8) and the de�nition of duality for the braided group structure. As explained in [2]it is convenient (but not essential) to de�ne this ashab; ci = ha; hb; c(1)ic(2)i; ha; cdi= ha(1); ha(2); cidi; hSa; ci = ha; Sci (15)where �c = c(1)
 c(2) etc. This is not the usual pairing because we do not move b past c(1) toevaluate on c(2) etc, as one would usually do. It is possible to de�ne such a more usual pairingby using the braiding 	 to make the transposition but the result would be equivalent to (15)via the braided antipode, so we avoid such an unnecessary complication. For braided groupspaired in this way, (14) is the correct extension to the � case, as one may easily check.Proposition 3.2 The �-braided groups V (R0; R) and V �(R0; R) of type II from Proposition 2.3are in duality.Proof We consider the setting with R real type II. Thenhvjm � � �vj1 ; xi1 � � �ximi= ([m;R]!)j1���jmi1���im = ([m;R21]!)�j1����jm�i1����im = ([m;R]!)�jm����j1�im����i1= hv�j1 � � �v�jm ; x�im � � �x�i1i = h(vjm � � �vj1)�; (xi1 � � �xim)�ias required. We used the �rst part of Lemma 3.1 and � from the �rst part of Lemma 2.1. tuProposition 3.3 The �-braided group V (R0; R) of type I from Corollary 2.7 and V �(R0; R) oftype I from Proposition 2.4 are in duality.Proof We need here the braided vectors with the second ?-structure mentioned in Section 2.The same result applies if we take braided covectors with their second ? operation and braidedvectors with their original one from Proposition 2.4.We note �rst that R real type I means that (PR)ijk l = (PR)j ilk or PR = (PR)t
 t where tdenotes transposition in the matrix indices. Since transposition also reverses the order of matrixmultiplication we see that[m;R] = ([m;R]op)t
���
 t; [m;R]! = ([m;R]op!)t
���
 t:We also suppose a suitable metric � as above and deduce from repeated applications of (10) that[m;R]a1���amb1���bm �b1i1 � � ��bmim = �a1b1 � � ��ambm([m;R21]op)i1���imb1���bm (16)10



From this we deduce further that([m;R]!)a1���amb1���bm �b1i1 � � ��bmim = �a1b1 � � ��ambm([m;R21]op!)i1���imb1���bm = �a1b1 � � ��ambm([m;R]!)im���i1bm���b1using (16) repeatedly for the �rst equality and Lemma 3.1 for the second.We can now computehvjm � � �vj1 ; xi1 � � �ximi = ([m;R]!)j1���jmi1���im= ([m;R]op!)i1���imj1���jm = ([m;R]!)i1���imj1���jm = ([m;R]!)am���a1bm���b1 �a1j1 � � ��amjm�bmim � � ��b1i1= hva1 � � �vam ; xbm � � �xb1i�a1j1 � � ��amjm�bmim � � ��b1i1 = h(vjm � � �vj1)?; (xi1 � � �xim)�iusing the above observations and the de�nition of � from Lemma 2.2 and ? from Corollary 2.7.tu This is the abstract reason that the identities in Lemma 3.1 must hold, i.e. one can essentiallypush these arguments backwards using (15) and (14) to de�ne the dual �-braided group to thebraided covectors, and computing it on the generators as the braided vectors. Such an argumentmakes sense in nice cases where the pairing is non-degenerate, which we have not assumed inour direct treatment above.Finally, we mention what can be done in the case when R is of type I but there is no invariantmetric � as we needed for a �-braided group structure in Proposition 2.4. In this case we usethe maps � in the second part of Lemma 2.1 not as a �-structure on one algebra but as a mapbetween the pair consisting of the vectors and covectors. This leads to the notion of whatcould be called a braided holomorphic structure. By de�nition we consider this to consist of(B;C; h ; i; �) where B;C are two braided groups, h ; i : B 
C ! C is a duality pairing betweenthem and � denotes a mutually inverse pair of antilinear antialgebra homomorphisms � : B ! Cand � : C ! B such that (1) holds between the coproducts etc. of B;C and (14) holds in theform hb; ci = hc�; b�i: (17)We see by the same techniques as above that if R0 is type I andR is real type I then V (R0; R); V�(R0; R)have such a holomorphic structure. Indeed, we havehvjm � � �vj1 ; xi1 � � �ximi= ([m;R]!)j1���jmi1���im = ([m;R]op!)i1���imj1���jm = ([m;R]!)i1���imj1���jm11



= hvim � � �vi1 ; xj1 � � �xjmi = h(xi1 � � �xim)�; (vjm � � �vj1)�iwithout requiring a metric. This covers the important case of the quantum planes of GLq(n)type (such as the usual 2-dimensional quantum plane yx = qxy). They are known to be braidedgroups[3].4 �-Properties of Di�erentials and Related StructuresAs a �rst application of the above duality theory of �-braided groups, we consider braideddi�erentiation on braided covectors xi. This was introduced in [4] as an in�nitesimal coproduct,@if(x) = coe� ai inf(a + x)which, using the braided-binomial theorem[4] gives@ixi1 � � �xim = xj2 � � �xjm [m;R]ij2���jmi1���im :These operators obey the relations of the vector algebra V (R0; R) and a braided-Leibniz rulewhich can written in the quantum-mechanical form@ixj � xaRaj ib@b = �ij (18)as studied by several authors. Here xi are multiplication operators from the left. We will alsoneed the right-handed derivativesf(x) �@i = f(x+ a)jcoe� ai ; xim � � �xi1 �@i = xjm � � �xj2 [m;R21]ij2���jmi1���imobtained from the binomial coe�cient matrix h mm�1 ;Ri = [m;R21]m���21 also given in [4]. The �@iobey the relations of V (R0; R) when considered acting this time on f(x) from the right. Theyobey a right-handed braided-Leibniz rule. In terms of operators xi of multiplication from theright, the latter is xj �@i � �@bRibajxa = �ij : (19)These di�erentiations can be de�ned in terms of the pairing of vectors and covectors. Thus@if = hvi; f (1)if (2); f �@i = f (1)hvi; f (2)i12



from which their abstract properties (such as the assertions that they are left and right actionsof the vector algebra) follow easily. On the other hand, since we know from Section 3 how thepairing behaves under �, we deduce at once from Proposition 3.2 or 3.3 that(@if)� = hvi; f (1)i(f (2))� = hvi�; f�(2)if�(1) = f� �@i� = 8<: f� �@a�ai type If� �@�i type II. (20)We just used (14) and (8). One can verify this directly also using the reality property of R inthe type I,II cases and (16) in the �rst case. Likewise,(f �@i )� = (f (1))�hvi; f (2)i = f�(2)hvi�; f�(1)i = @i�f� = � �ai@af� type I@�if� type II. (21)If we are in the holomorphic setting where R is type I but without using a metric, we needa di�erent concept, namely that of di�erentiation (from the right or left) in the vi co-ordinates.From the right this isf(v) �@i = f(v+w)jcoe� wi ; vim � � �vi1 �@i = vjm � � �vj2([m;R]op)i1���imij2���jm :These  �@i obey the relations of the braided covector algebra when acting from the right, and(@if(x))� = hvi; f (1)i(f (2))� = f�(1)hf�(2); xii = f(x)� �@i (22)in the holomorphic case. The GLq(n) R-matrix provides an example and is compatible with theholomorphic calculus in [17] for this example.Next, the braided exponential exp(xjv) can be de�ned abstractly as coevaluation[5], cf.[4].By this we mean the canonical element in V�(R0; R)
 V (R0; R) albeit as a formal powerseriessince these algebras are not �nite-dimensional. This makes sense generically, when the pairingbetween braided vectors and covectors is non-degenerate so that we can in principle come upwith a basis and dual basis. The exact form of the braided exponential depends on the algebras.Nevertheless, without knowing its exact form we deduce from Proposition 3.2 or 3.3 that(�
�) exp(xjv) = exp(xjv) (23)whenever exp can be determined as the canonical element (or coevaluation) for the pairing. Inthe holomorphic case we have �(exp(xjv)) instead on the right hand side.13



In di�erential terms we can also characterise exp as the solution of@i exp(xjv) = exp(xjv)vi; exp(xjv) �@i = xi exp(xjv)with the usual conditions at 0 expressed via �. These equations are equally well solved by(�
�) exp(xjv) or its transpose in the holomorphic case.For example, if R0 = P we can develop exp as a formal powerseries with terms of the formx1 � � �xm([m;R]!)�1vm � � �v1 in a compact notation. In this case we see (23) etc. immediatelyfrom Lemma 3.1. On the other hand, our analysis is not tied to this special case.We have also studied braided Gaussians in [5] as the solution of the equation@ig = �xa�aigwhere a metric is supposed. Applying � to this gives the equationg� �@i = �g��iaxa (24)provided �ij = � �ji type I��j�i type II. (25)This is a natural condition in the real type II case since the various R-matrix identities obeyedby � are then mapped consistently by complex conjugation. In the real type I case we alreadydemanded the above constraint and for the same reasons. These conditions on the metric arealso appropriate when R0; R are antireal except that R should be antireal when computed in thequantum group normalisation.If R; � obey some additional conditions as explained in [5] then one has an explicit form forg as a q-exponential of x � x = xaxb�ba. This obeys (x � x)� = x � x in either type I, type IIcase when we have the conditions (25) on �. In these cases, which include q-Minkowski andq-Euclidean spaces we have g� = g for real q. The Euclidean space example agrees with morespeci�c computations in [11].Next, translation-invariant integration R was studied in [5] in terms of the Gaussian weightedaverage Z [f(x)] = (R f(x)g)(R g)�1, which we gave using (18) asZ [1] = 1; Z[xi] = 0; Z[xixj ] = �2�baRaibjZ[xi1 � � �xim ] =Pm�2r=0 Z [xi1 � � �xirxar+3 � � �xam ]Z[xir+1xar+2 ][r + 2; m;R]ar+2���amir+2���im �2(m�2�r)14



where � is the quantum group normalisation constant and [1; m;R] = (PR)12 � � �(PR)m�1m inthe notation of [4]. On the other hand, there are in principle two translation-invariant integralsaccording to whether we use the coaddition � from the left or the right. In di�erential terms itis natural to characterise them relative to g and g� (say) asZ @i(f(x)g) = 0; ZR(g�f(x)) �@i = 0for polynomials f . An analogous calculation to that in [5] but now using (24) and (19) gives theratio for RR g�f(x) against RR g� asZR[xi1 � � �xim ] = m�2Xr=0 ZR[xa1 � � �xarxir+3 � � �xim ]Z[xar+1xir+2 ]([1; r+ 1;R]op)a1���ar+1i1���ir+1 �2rwhere [1; m;R]op = (PR)m�1m � � �(PR)12. Using these explicit formulae one can see by thesame techniques as in the proofs of Proposition 3.2 and 3.3 above thatZ[(xi1 � � �xim)�] = ZR[xi1 � � �xim ] (26)for the real type I or II cases when � is real. To see this note that this is true for Z [xixj ] =ZR[xixj ] by the assumptions (25). We then proceed by induction, using the identities[1; m;R]op = [1; m;R21]op = [1; m;R]m���21in the real type II case (with barred indices on the right). In the real type I case we use[1; m;R]a1���amb1���bm �b1i1 � � ��bmim = �a1b1 � � ��ambm([1; m;R21]op)i1���imb1���bm ; [1; m;R] = ([1; m;R]op)t
���
 t:Note that if g� = g is central and R = RR (the unimodular case) then we can conclude from (26)that the latter is complex-linear as we might expect. On the other hand, let us stress that theratios Z;ZR can be used even when the integrals and Gaussians themselves have no meaning.Next, we have explained in [6] the braided approach to the calculus of di�erential forms and� tensors on a braided space. Supposing also that R0 obeys the QYBE and other identities, weformally reverse the roles R$ �R0. The braided covector space V�(�R;�R0) is the algebra offorms with generators �i = dxi. Hence if R is real type I (with a metric) or real type II, we havea �-algebra of forms by Lemma 2.2 or 2.1 respectively. We conclude that the action on forms15



�i is the same as on xi, i.e. (dxi)� = d(xi)�. The main di�erence however, between the braidedapproach and the usual approach to forms based on the axioms of Woronowicz[18][19] is thatin the braided approach the operator d is constructed on the algebra generated by �i; xi ratherthan being posited axiomatically. We have(�i1 � � ��imf(x)) �d = �i1 � � ��im�i@if(x); x1�2 = �2x1R:The exterior algebra here is the braided tensor product 
R of forms and co-ordinates. On theother hand, we can equally well de�ne 
L as the braided tensor product of co-ordinates andforms instead, and d (f(x)�i1 � � ��im) = f(x) �@i�i�i1 � � ��im ; �1x2 = x2�1Rinstead. The operator  �d is the right-handed exterior derivative in [6] and is a right-handedsuper-derivation on 
R. By reecting the diagram-proofs there and reversing braid-crossings,or by explicit calculation from (19) one sees that d here is a more usual left-derivation on 
L.On the other hand, neither of our left or right exterior algebras are naturally �-algebras ingeneral. Instead, as we noted in the proof of Proposition 2.3 and [8], the natural operation takesus from one braided tensor product algebra to the reversed one:� : 
R ! 
L; (�i
 1)� = 1
 ��i ; (1
xi)� = x�i 
 1and similarly for � in the other direction. Then we have(! �d )� = d(!�) (27)for any ! 2 
R. Note that xi �d = dxi = �i.Finally, we de�ned upper and lower � tensors in [6] by di�erentiation of the top form inform-space, leading to general formulae for them in terms of braided-factorials [n;�R0]!. FromLemma 3.1 we conclude at once that if R0 is of real type I then�i1i2���in = �in ���i2i1 (28)in the construction of [6]. 16



5 Concluding RemarksThere are several open problems in q-deformed physics which deserve serious attention andwhere an abstract understanding of the �-structure along the lines of the above should beuseful. Probably the most important is to �nd an appropriate �-structure on the Weyl (orquantum mechanics) algebra (18). Likewise to �nd an appropriate �-structure on the Poincar�eHopf algebra generated by @i and q-Lorentz transformations.The Weyl algebra here was studied for the GLq(n) R-matrices in [20][17] and elsewhere, whilethe general R-matrix or braided point of view was given in [4]. In the latter we showed that thisalgebra is abstractly a braided semidirect product of the braided group of vectors acting on thebraided covectors. Since we have obtained natural �-structures on these objects above, one canexpect that there is a suitable theory of semidirect products by �-braided groups to apply here.It is hoped to present such a theory elsewhere.The Poincar�e algebra was studied in the Minkowski case by hand in [13], with a generalbraided groups construction giving the Minkowski, Euclidean and other Poincar�e group quan-tum function algebras, due to the author in [3]. The general construction is again by means ofan abstract semidirect product procedure (bosonisation) applied to the braided group of cov-ectors. The above �-braided group structure on the braided covectors, and a standard Hopf�-algebra structure on the rotations or Lorentz sector imply together a �-structure for the re-sulting Poincar�e quantum group. But because it is a hybrid object built partly from a braidedgroup and partly from a quantum one (for the rotations etc.) one need not expect it to be ausual Hopf �-algebra. Instead it obeys some hybrid axioms to be elaborated elsewhere.Once the appropriate �-structure and its properties are known in these two cases, one canproceed to the consideration of Hilbert space representations of these structures. These are somedirections for further work.References[1] S. Majid. Introduction to braided geometry and q-Minkowski space. In Proceedings of theSchool on Quantum Groups, Varenna, Italy, June 1994. Damtp/94-68, to appear.17
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